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Finding aids on microfiche
This unique, pioneering collection for libraries and researchers makes available rare and
vital finding aids, including archival guides, manuscript catalogues, and other basic
reference literature located in the USSR.

The ready availability of adequate finding aids and related reference materials is a
prime necessity for any research involving archival materials. The need is even
greater in the case of the Soviet Union, particularly for foreign scholars. Because of
the complexities of travel and visa arrangements and the necessity of advance
requests for materials to be consulted, researchers must carefully plan their work and
determine the exact location of the materials they seek.

Such preparation is no easy task, given the relative paucity of published details about
holdings in the Soviet Union, and given the difficulties of finding copies of those
guides and catalogues that have appeared. But now, thanks to the possibility of
microfiche editions and their correlation with the bibliographical framework of my
published directory of Soviet archives, researchers can more easily acquaint
themselves with the vast archival resources in the USSR. The Soviet Union
accordingly becomes the first major country in the world whose published archival
guides, manuscript catalogues, and other related reference materials are brought
together in a single systematized bibliographical framework and readily available in
relatively inexpensive microfiche editions.

Patricia Kennedy Grimsted

Printed directories
The selection of the finding aids is based on the series of directories by
Dr. Patricia Grimsted:

Archives and Manuscript Repositories in the USSR

1. Moscow and Leningrad. Princeton University Press, 1972.
- - Supplement 1. BibliographicalAddenda. IDC, 1976.

2. Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania and Belorussia. Princeton University Press, 1981.

3. Ukraine and Moldavia. Princeton University Press, 1988.

"PKG" code numbers link bibliographical listings to the IDC microfiche editions,
and the IDC order number appears as a part of each bibliographical entry in the
directory volume. Users are reminded that a complete index of titles, authors,
compilers, and editors is included in the Grimsted directory, which should aid
in the location of specific items.

The filming
Filming of the microfiche editions has been completed by IDC photographers in
locations throughout the world, including Helsinki, Leiden, London, and Prague.
Most of the filming was done at Harvard University in Cambridge, Massachussetts.

Permission for the inclusion of post-1972 Soviet publications in microfiche editions
was obtained from the USSR Copyright Agency (vAAP).
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The filming

Filming of the microfiche editions has been completed by IDC photographers in
locations throughout the world, including Helsinki, Leiden, London, and Prague.
Most of the firming was done at Harvard University in Cambridge, Massachussetts.
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The microfiche collection
The microfiche collection contains:

Series 1: Moscow and Leningrad Series 2: Estonia, Latvia, Series 3: Ukraine and Moldavia
Lithuania and Belorussia

1. Soviet Library and museum 1. General Reference Works for
directories 1. Serials and large sets within the Ukrainian Studies
13 titles Baltic project 204 titles

2. Serials and large sets 20 titles 2. Individual Archival Finding Aids
41 titles 2. Other Baltic serials 161 titles

3. Individual finding aids 17 titles 3. Special IDC Microfiche Editions
577 titles 3. Other Slavic serials listed with 10 titles

articles in Grimsted Directory 4. Serials and large sets directly
15 tit es relating to Ukrainian archives

4. Individual finding aids 75 titles
333 titles

Catalogues with detailed title information are available free on request. Please fill in the reply form.
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